Warning

To avoid breakage:

◆ **DO NOT** use this glassware over direct heat such as a flame or a hotplate.
◆ **DO NOT** move this glassware by skidding or rolling on the floor. Use carts or dollies having padded surfaces that will not scratch or chip the glass.
◆ **DO NOT** rest the side of the glassware on a sink or other hard surface while pouring.
◆ **DO NOT** lift a bottle by its neck but use a device that will support its bottom.
◆ **DO NOT** subject glass to impact.
◆ **DO NOT** use any implement inside a glass container that can damage the glass by scratching or chipping.
◆ Because of variations in condition we cannot guarantee this glassware against breakage in vacuum or pressure conditions.
◆ Adequate safety precautions should be taken when handling glassware to protect against breakage and personal injury.